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ABSTRACT: The method of rule extraction based on
differential evolution (DE-Rule) is proposed in this paper.
The style of rule is IF-THEN. Connection word is AND in
the antecedent of rule. The consequence of rule is class
label. The above rule is encoded and expressed to
individual in population of differential evolution. Then the
population is iterated through differential mutation and
binomial crossover. Optimal rule set is obtained after
decoding the optimal individual. Finally, DE-Rule, RS-Rule
and ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule are used to recognize oil
reservoir (dry layer, water layer, inferiority layer and oil layer)
in the Jianghan oil field. Data of well oilsk81 is training
data and data of well oilsk83 is testing data. The results
show that performance of accuracy and interpretability in
DE-Rule is the best.
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1. Introduction

Huge amounts of raw data generated in the procedure of

oil exploration, which covers certain information that could
become knowledge and even be formed to IF-THEN rules,
thus is helpful for better decision-making. Artificial neural
networks and genetic algorithms are both commonly used
for extracting rules. When the input and output variables
as well as the fuzzy partition of the variables become too
many, the rules will be exponentially growing [1]. Using
genetic algorithms to extract rules [2] could, on one hand
achieve the global optimization search, but would also,
on the other hand, be hard to get the expression of
chromosome and conformation of fitness function. Some
researchers proposed rule extraction methods combining
artificial neural networks (ANN) and genetic algorithm
(GA). These methods fall into two categories. One is
optimizing parameters using GA in the process of
extracting rules by ANN, the other is selecting rules by
GA in the process of extracting rules by ANN. Wang
Gang[3] used ANN to extract rules and GA to optimize
parameters, e.g. connecting weights of ANN , membership
functions. Li Yang extracted rules using ANN, and reduced
rules using GA. However, there are some drawbacks which
are listed as follows: (1) Antecedent of rule cannot be
reduced. (2) Accuracy for recognizing is the single object.
(3) Coding work for the whole process of extracting rules
is complicated.

According to the above drawbacks , some improved works
are proposed in this paper: (1) Antecedent of rule is
reduced by GA-FCM [5] that find some key attributes or
features for recognizing oil reservoir from data sets. (2) At
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the same time, two main goals are considered for rule
extraction: one is maximizing accuracy and the other one
is minimizing complexity, which means that a good
interpretability for rules. However, the two goals are often
conflicted with each other. Based on the tradeoff of
accuracy and interpretability, the main consideration of
rule sets should be maximization of the accuracy and
minimization of the complexity. Then in the process of
rules selection, the following three main performances
should be considered [3,4,5]: f

1
 (S ), f

2
 (S ) and f

3
 (S ) where

S denotes the rule set, f
1 

(S ) denotes the number of
correctly classified training samples by S, f

2
 (S ) denotes

the number of fuzzy rules in S, and f
3
 (S) denotes the total

number of antecedent conditions of fuzzy rules in S. The
larger value of f

1
 (S ) indicates the higher recognition

accuracy of fuzzy rules set, and the smaller value of f
2
 (S),

f
3 
(S) indicates the better interpretability of fuzzy rules set.

(3) To propose a new method for extracting rule based on
differential evolution which can be easily coded.

2. Differential Evolution Algorithm

Differential Evolution (DE) was firstly proposed by Price
and Storn [9,10,11] in 1995. We now point out some of
the reasons why the researchers have been looking at DE
as an attractive optimization tool. These reasons includes:
(1) Compared to most other EAs, DE is much more simple
and straightforward to implement. Main body of DE takes
four to five lines to code in any programming language.
Simplicity to code is important for practitioners from other
fields, since they may not be experts in programming
and are looking for an algorithm that can be simply
implemented and tuned to solve their domain-specific
problems. (2) The gross performance of DE in terms of
accuracy, convergence speed and robustness still makes
it attractive for applications to various real-world
optimization problems. (3) The number of control
parameters in DE is very few (Cr, F, and NP in classical
DE ). Thus DE has been successfully applied to various
domains of science and engineering such as signal
processing [12], chemical engineering [13], pattern
recognition [14], microbiology [15], and image processing
[16].

3. Rule Extraction Based on Differential Evolution
Algorithm

3.1 Individual structure of DE-rule
(1) Individual structure of DE-rule is shown in Figure.1.
X 

i, G
 is the ith individual at the Gith generation. Each

individual X 
i, G

 includes the NR rules. The value of NR is
determined by the specific problem.

(2) Each rule in individual consists three parts: rule control,
antecedence and class label. Rule control determines
whether the rule should be taken into account for
classification. Namely, if the real value contained in the
field is higher than a real value Rule Threshold (RT), then

(3) Each antecedence of rule includes four parts:
antecedence control, connection type, constant C1 and
C2. The first field is called antecedence control which
determines whether or not the antecedence is present in
the rule. Also in this case, a real-valued parameter Ante
Threshold (AT) is defined for DE-Rule, and the antecedence
is active only if the value in antecedence control is higher
than AT. The parameter AT plays an important role, since
it has influence on the size of the achieved rules: the
higher its value, the lower the number of antecedence
that, on average, will be active in any rule, hence the
more compact the rules. The second field which is called
connection type represents the type of relation operator
connecting the variable (feature) and the constant value(s).
Seven different operators have been chosen: < , ≤, =, >, ≥ ,
IN, OUT. The first five operators need only one constant
value only, i.e.C1, while the latter two need two constant
values C1and C2. IN means that the variable is within the
range expressed by C1 and C2 in their order of appearance
(a check is carried out throughout the algorithm so that
C1 ≤ C2). OUT, instead, means that the variable is outside
the range [C1, C2]. The third and fourth fields contain the
real values for the constants C1 and C2, respectively. The
connection type is computed by starting from the
connection type value and by rounding it to its ceiling
value. For example, a real value of 4.12 in that field
corresponds to ceiling (4.12) = 5, where ceiling () is the
ceil function, so that value of 4.12 represents the fifth
operator in their list. Since the order for the operators has
been set as IN, <, ≤, =, >, ≥ , OUT, that value actually codes
for a > operator. The class related to the rule is computed
in a similar way, so that a value of 1.68 in that field means
that the rule refers to class label ceiling (1.68) = 2.

Thus, the total length NG for each individual in the
population can be given by NG = NR × (1 + (4 × NV ) + 1).

Rule 1 Rule NRRule 2 Rule i......

...... ......

Enlarge the rule i

Enlarge the antecedant j

Rule Control Ante 1 Ante 2 Ante j Ante NV Class

Ante Control Ante type Constant C1 Constant C2

Figure 1. Individual Structure of DE-Rule (Antecedence for Short is Ante)

Individual X
i, G
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3.2 Example of individual structure in DE-rule
As an example, Figure.2 reports a DE individual for a
problem with two variables and two classes. Thus, for
each rule we need 1 + (2 ∗ 4) + 1 = 10 fields. In this example,
each individual is supposed to contain a set of three rules.
Therefore, each DE individual will contain 10 ∗ 3 = 30 real
values. Let us suppose that NR = 3, RT = 0.5, AT = 0.5, NV =
2, the order of connection type is IN, <, ≤, =, >, ≥ , OUT. The
value of ante type is 1 and corresponding connection type
is IN. The value of ante type is 2 and corresponding
connection type is <, the rest followed by analogy. The
value of rule control is 0.68 ≥ RT = 0.5, so rule 1 is active.
The first antecedence control of rule 1 is 0.91 ≥ AT = 0.5, so
the antecedence is active. The first connection type is
2.13 and ceiling (2.13) is 3, the corresponding connection
type is ≤. The second antecedence control of rule1 is 0.63
≥ AT = 0.5, the second antecedence control is active. The
second connection type is 4.60. Ceiling (4.60) is 5 and
its corresponding type is >. The class label is 1.14 and
ceiling (1.14) is 2. The corresponding classification is 2.The
second rule is not active , since its rule control field
contains 0.24. For the third rule, rule control = 0.83, so
this rule is active and refers to class1 since class field
contains 0.62. In it the antecedence for the first variable
is not active (Ante control = 0.34), whereas that for the

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3

0.68 0.91 2.13 6.14 8.59 0.63 4.60 3.41 8.59 1.14

0.24 0.54 3.75 4.74 7.23 0.32 0.15 0.21 5.43 0.43

0.83 2.510.34 3.58 6.27 0.76 2.29 3.12 5.32 0.62

Figure 2. Example of Individual Structure in DE-Rule

second variable is active (Ante control = 0.76) and its
relation operator is ≤, encoded by 2.29.

Therefore, the DE individual in the Figure 2 decodes the
following set of rules:

IF (x
1
 ≤ 6.14) AND (x

2
 > 8.59) THEN class label is 2 .

IF (x
2
 ≤ 3.12) THEN class labe1 is 1.

3.3 How to Resolve the Conflicts Among Rules of DE
Rules are randomly generated based on DE. There must
be some conflicts among these rules. We will give a
specific example to il lustrate the conflicts and
corresponding method used for dealing with the conflicts.

Suppose that rule set consists two rules with two features
(variables), and the range of feature is ∈ [0, 1].

Rule 1: IF (0.2 ≤ x
1
 ≤ 0.7) AND ( x

2
 ≤ 0.4) THEN class label is

1.

Rule 2: IF (0.4 ≤  x
1
 ≤ 0.9) AND  (0.1 ≤  x

2
 ≤ 0.7) THEN class

label is 2.

The rule set can be expressed in 2D plane coordinate
which is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. 2D plane coordinate of rule set
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3.3.1 Y-Y conflict
From Figure.3, s3 (0.6, 0.3) belongs to Y-Y conflict. s3 (0.6,
0.3) can be represented by rule 1 and rule 2 respectively.
Although s3 can be represented by rule 1 and rule 2 at the
same time, membership degree of s3 belonging to rule 2
is larger than membership degree of s3 belonging to rule
1. According to the criterion of maximal membership
degree, s3 should be represented by rule 2 and s3 belongs
to class 2.

3.3.2 N-N conflict
From Figure.3, s4 (0.4, 0.9) belongs to N-N conflict. No rule
can represent s4 (0.4, 0.9). Membership degree of s4
belonging rule 2 is larger than membership degree of s4
belonging to rule 1. s4 belongs to class 2.

3.3.3 Criterion for resolving conflicts
Membership degree is used for dealing with conflicts of
rules. Distance between data and centre of rule denotes
membership degree. From Figure.3, center of rule 1 is
(0.45, 0.2), center of rule 2 is (0.65, 0.4); membership degree
of s3 belonging to rule 1 is

µ
1
 =

(0.6 − 0.45) 2 + (0.3 − 0.2) 2 + 1

1
= 0.847,

membership degree of s3 belonging to rule 2 is

µ
2
 =

(0.6 − 0.65) 2 + (0.3 − 0.4) 2 + 1

1
= 0.863,

according to the criterion of maximal membership degree,
s2 belongs to class 2.

3.4 Fitness Function
For the ith individual in the population, its fitness f (i) is
computed as the percentage of correctly classified cases
over the training set.

f (i ) =
N

c

N
tr

× 100%

the individual i, and N
tr 

is the total number of cases in the
training set.

4. Case Study

4.1 Data From Jianghan Oilfield
Data of oilsk81 and oilsk83 are logging data in Jianghan
oilfield as shown in Table1 and Table 2. There is listed
part of data and if you need all data, you can refer the
reference [17]. Training data is oilsk81 and testing data is
oilsk83. From Table 1 and 2, the correlative well log features
with recognizing oil-bearing formation are acoustic travel
time (AC), compensated neutron logging (CNL), resistivity
(RTY), porosity (POR), oil saturation (SO), permeability
(PERM). AC can be obtained by acoustic logging
equipments, analyzing the property that the sonic
propagation varies when it comes to different rocks and
fluids. Generally, acoustic travel time would increase
dramatically if there is oil vapor in the void. Various effects
of interaction between CNL and other substances can be
used to study rock formation properties of the cross
section. RTY is a physical quantity that represents
resistance properties of various substances, as well as a
main parameter that judges fluids properties of reservoir.
Commonly, resistance increases if there is oil vapor while
decreases if there is water in reservoir. POR is defined as
the ratio of the void space in a rock to the bulk volume of
that rock multiplied by 100 to express in percent. SO is
defined as ratio of void volume occupied by crude oil to
total void volume of rock in oil reservoir. Allowable capability
of fluid passing to the rock in some difference of pressure
is called permeability (PERM), whose measurement is
the rate of permeation. The recognizing oil-bearing
formation means to recognize the characters of each layer
in reservoir. These characters include dry layer, water layer,
inferior layer and oil layer. So our goal is to obtain predictive
accuracy in the experiment of recognizing oil-bearing
formation and the task is classification. The key features
are AC and SO obtained from the feature set through GA-
FCM [5]. Features reduction can help improve the
interpretation of rule set.

where N
c
 is the number of cases in the training set that

are correctly classified by the set of rules represented by

Layer AC (µs/m) CNL (%) RTY (Ω.m) POR (%) SO (%)    PERM (m.µm2)            Class

    1        195      7.5        13.0       6.0      0 0              Dry

    2        225    10.0         7.3      11.0      0 0           Water

    3        230    14.0         5.5      12.0      0 0           Water

    4        220     9.0         25.0       9.0     56                1.3              Oil

    5        225     8.0         30.0       9.0     58                2.3              Oil

    6        210     7.0         26.0       6.0      0 0             Dry

    7       195     4.0         36.0       5.5      0 0             Dry

    8       210     6.0        130.0       7.0     48                0.7        Inferiority

    9       202     6.0         55.0       7.0     52                0.8        Inferiority

   10       195     4.5                     50.0       6.0      0 0             Dry

Table 1. The Data of Oilsk81(Part of Data is Listed)
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Layer AC (µs/m) CNL (%) RTY (Ω.m) POR (%) SO (%)    PERM (m.µm2)            Class

    1        225    10.0         4.0      10.0      0 0           Water

    2        226    10.0         5.0      10.5      0 0           Water

    3        220     8.5         6.6       9.5      0 0           Water

    4        205     7.5        50.0       7.0     36                0.7        Inferiority

    5        208     5.0        18.0       7.0     35                0.8        Inferiority

    6        225     7.0        15.0       9.0     50                1.2             Oil

    7       190     2.0        53.0       3.0      0 0             Dry

    8       188     4.0        70.0       2.0      0 0             Dry

    9       203     8.0        27.0       7.0     40                0.8        Inferiority

   10       211     8.5                     9.0       7.5     50                5.0             Oil

Table 2. The Data of Oilsk83 (Part Data is Listed)

4.2 Results Comparison and Analysis
Rule set for reservoir identification is obtained by decoding
the optimal individual in DE-Rule.

    IF 177.3263 2 ≤ AC ≤ 216.4935 and So < 40.2605 then the
layer is dry.

    IF AC > 221.35 and So < 17.27 then the layer is water.

    IF AC ≤ 225.5848 and 29.7645 < So < 17.27 then the layer
is inferiority.

    IF AC ≥ 205.4050 and So > 35.0229 then the layer is oil.

According to Table 4, we list the multi-objective optimizing
(MOPs) expressions which make tradeoff of accuracy and
interpretability of rule set. DE-Rule is the best performance
among RS-Rule, ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule and DE-Rule.

MOP-1: Max f
1
 (S ) and Min f

2
 (S ): DE-Rule is better than

ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule and RS-Rule.

MOP-2: Max f
1
 (S ) and Min f

2
 (S ): DE-Rule is better than

ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule and RS-Rule.

MOP-3: Max f
1
 (S ), Min f

2
 (S ) and Min f

3
 (S ): DE-Rule is

better than ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule and RS-Rule.

5. Conclusion

The paper proposed an rule extraction algorithm based
on differential evolution. DE-Rule actually has two parts.
One part is rule which is used to partition the space and
the other is differential evolution which is used to search
the optimal rule. DE-Rule benefits to expand the theory

The algorithm of extracting rules  f
1
 (S ) Accuracy   f

2 
(S ) Rule number  f

3
 (S ) Antecedence number

                   RS-Rule[18] 96% 10             20

ANN-GA-Cascades-Rule [19] 96% 7             13

                      DE-Rule 96% 4              8

Table 4. Comparing with Accuracy and Interpretability (Testing data is oilsk83)

frame of DE, and DE-Rule for reservoir identification is
also enrich application category of DE. Future work will
combine DE-Rule with other intelligent methods to
optimize the parameters such as RT , AT , F and so on,
which tries to improve performance like convergence speed
of DE-Rule.
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